Note for contributors

Submissions to the journal may be written in any European official language, though English is preferred. They must include an abstract of about 150 words, indicating a short set of key-words. If the paper is not written in English, a translation of the abstract should be added. The originals must be sent in an electronic format to the editor’s email address. Recommended formats are MSWord (*.doc), or Rich Text Format (*.rtf) for PC or Mac. Recommended fonts are TmsNR-11 for the text body, TmsNR-12 for the Title, TmsNR-10 for the bibliography and TmsNR-9 for the foot notes. Examples should be in italics, while bold-face types and long foot notes should be avoided as far as possible. Quotations in the text must indicate only the author’s name, year and pages (eg. Wierzbicka 1992: 178); the abbreviation “et al.” should be used in the quotations if there are more than two authors, while the complete set of authors will be mentioned in the bibliography. If there are graphic files or uncommon letters, a PDF version must also be sent with the original. As for phonetic transcriptions, extended Times New Roman of MS Word is preferred. Do not use automatic hyphenation.

Originals will be evaluated by two external referees or two members of the editorial board. In case of tie among the reports, the director’s vote will break the deadlock. Authors may receive proofs for corrections, which must be returned in the dates stipulated by the editor. A different system is used for special Issues, whose editors of each volume call for contributions and select the papers.